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TOUR HIGHLIGHTS

Miaoli
Dahu Strawberry Winery

Kaohsiung
Taroko Park
Pier 2 Art District

Nantou
Sun Moon Lake

Hsinchu
City God Temple Market

Taichung
National Museum of Natural Science
Painted Animation Lane

Yilan
Toucheng Leisure Farm
E-Long Goat Farm

Taipei
Four Four South Village

Shopping:
Ruifeng Night Market
Fengjia Night Market
Ximenting

Fun & Experience:
Towel DIY
Animal feeding
Goat Milking
Janfusun Fancyworld
Rainbow Theatre Night Show
1Day Free & Easy in Taipei

Cuisine:
Farm Specialty Cuisine
Aboriginal Specialty Lunch



Taiwanese Cuisine

SINGAPORE TAOYUAN  HSINCHU

*Check-in at Singapore Changi Airport for your flight to Taiwan.

*Visit: City God Temple Market

Enjoy delicious local delights.

*Spend your time at leisure after check-in at hotel

Enjoy various hotel facilities such as Colour Dimension, a new indoor playground suitable for children age 3
to12, or hotel’s swimming pool and gym.
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Meals on board

HSINCHU  MILAOLI  YUNLIN

*Visit: Dahu Strawberry Winery

Comprised shop for all kinds of strawberry products, a restaurant for strawberry shaved ice and a museum telling
the history of strawberries in Dahu and the area.

*Fun: JanFuSun Fancyworld

Have fun-filled time in Taiwan’s biggest and busiest theme park with twenty-eight rides across four parks –
SkyPlaza, Janfusun Kiddy Land, Vicky the Viking, and Vicky the Water Park.

*Fun: Rainbow Theatre
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Enjoy fascinating and colourful night show.

Breakfast/Dinner

YUNLIN   KAOHSIUNG

*Experience: DIY Towel

Have fun and experience DIY Towel in a towel factory.

*Fun: Taroko Park

The largest attraction integrated shopping, entertainment and sport-themed amusement park in Kaohsiung. Enjoy
various amusement rides such as ferris wheel ride, Suzuka circuit, drift racer and freestyle drive at your own
expense.

*Shopping: Ruifeng Night Market

One of the busiest and the most popular local night market in Kaohsiung.
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Breakfast/Taiwanese Cuisine

KAOHSIUNG  NANTOU  TAICHUNG

*Visit: The Pier-2 Art Center

It was revived in 2002 by the government and local artists. They built the area with the goal of introducing art
forms of being forefront, experimental, and creative.

*Visit: Sun Moon Lake Scenic Area

The beauty of the Sun Moon Lake is the calm, turquoise water complemented by the majestic mountains that
surround the lake.

*Shop: Aboriginal Product Centre
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Visit local Aboriginal product shop, you will have the chance to purchase local Aboriginal products.

*Shopping: Fengjia Night Market

Packed full of cool shops and fun Taiwanese street snacks.

Breakfast/Aboriginal Specialty Lunch

TAICHUNG  YILAN

*Visit: National Museum of Natural Science

Enjoy fun of exploring natural science in a large complex of separate exhibition halls and a garden with diverse
subjects like astronomy, physics, earth science, paleontology, zoology, botany and anthropology. As a learning
facility, a place for discovery and self-exploration, National Museum of Natural Science also offers hands-on
experiences for kids and adults alike.

*Visit: Painted Animation Lane

Creative artists do wall murals to spruce up an entire abandoned lane changing the dull and dark alleyway into
another interesting tourist attraction with vividly coloured cartoon characters of all generations
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Breakfast/Lunch/Farm Specialty Cuisine

YILAN  TAIPEI

*Experience : E-Long Goat Farm

Enjoy great fun of Goat milking experience and get a closer look and touch their farm animals.

*Visit : Four Four South Village

It is a military dependents’ village located opposite to Taipei 101 in Xinyi District. Due to urban development, only
a portion of the village is conserved. Visitors come here not only for the military dependents village museum but
also old time interior style restaurant. Here is also a great place to view Taipei 101.
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*Shop : Pi-Xiu Exhibition Centre

Opportunity to purchase auspicious products as your lucky charms.

*Visit : Ximending

Be immersed in the unique atmosphere of the Harajuku of Taipei.

Breakfast/Lunch

TAIPEI

*Free day in Taipei.
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Breakfast

TAIPEI  TAOYUAN  SINGAPORE

*Free at leisure until transfer to Taiwan Taoyuan International Airport for your flight back to Singapore.
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Breakfast



Chan Brothers Travel on YouTube

Click the link to watch our video

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCHYBC1GRvjNjDbPKN2ocpRw

